VEIN & PIGMENT REMOVAL

VEIN & PIGMENT REMOVAL

Achieve clearly beautiful,
spot-less skin
Eliminate unwanted pigment and veins
on the face and body with excel HR—
a clinically proven laser technology for
safe, effective and comfortable treatments
for men and women.
• Age spots
• Sun spots

Address unwanted veins and

pigmentary concerns with excel HR.
Speak to your excel HR provider today!

• Facial veins
• Leg veins

Clearly
beautiful,
spot-less
skin
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What is excel HR?

What is the treatment like?

excel HR is a safe and effective laser that combines

excel HR treatments can feel similar to a rubber

two clinically proven laser technologies to target

band snapping against skin. The treatment is

the primary signs of aging and photodamage

tolerated well with little to no discomfort. To

including unwanted pigmentation, redness and

enhance comfort and safety throughout the

veins on the face and body.

treatment, a cooled treatment tip will be in

How does the excel HR laser work?

contact with the skin throughout the session.

During the treatment, your provider will select

How long does the treatment take?

one of excel HR’s two lasers and customize the

Treatment time varies based on the area of

treatment settings to target the color and depth

treatment – most patients are treated within 5-10

of your skin concern. The laser light is converted

minutes however some treatments may take up

into heat energy and absorbed only by the cells

to 30 minutes.

containing excessive pigment or veins. This causes
effective destruction while leaving the surrounding

What can I expect following treatment?

tissue undamaged.

Typically, you can return to your normal activities

What does excel HR treat?

may be expected following the treatment,
however it will resolve within a few days.

on the face and body, excel HR has the capability

Treated pigmentation and brown spots will

to treat a wide range of skin concerns safely and

darken following the treatment and slough

effectively. In addition to addressing skin concerns,

off within 3 to 6 days.

areas and skin types.

speak to your

excel HR provider today!
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immediately following the treatment. Redness

Whether it be unwanted veins, redness or pigment

excel HR can remove unwanted hair on all body

Results you can count on—

How many treatments will I need?
Most patients require only one to two treatment
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sessions. The number of treatments will vary
based on your concern. Your excel HR provider
will discuss a customized treatment plan during
your consultation.
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